We are fascinated by the idea of allowing people to shape
the lightscapes of their personal space, using light to enhance
their quality of life.

live your
individuality
Individuality requires free space. A perfectly calibrated interplay of light and dark,
of diffuse and focused, of direct and indirect light gives character to rooms.
And because the requirements for light can change depending on the situation,
Occhio’s modular luminaire systems offer outstanding freedom of design –
always in keeping with the highest quality of light and a holistic design concept.

Sento verticale, Sento lettura rose gold

create
something
extraordinary
Our benchmark for perfect light is sunlight. At home or in the work environment: Occhio’s exceptional quality of light provides the right light for every
situation. Precise, glare-free optics represent the ultimate in lighting comfort.
And with the Mito series, » color tune « allows the color temperature to be
adjusted from atmospheric warm light to energizing cool light – the entire
spectrum of light to let your creativity unfold.

Mito volo 140 matt gold, Mito alto 70 phantom

feel the ease
At Occhio, operating the luminaires becomes a true experience. With » touchless control «,
it only takes an intuitive gesture to turn a luminaire on or off, dim it, direct it upward or
downward, or change the light color. As an alternative, you can operate the luminaires
by using an app or a controller. Occhio air can control individual luminaires or arrange
entire lighting scenes easily and comfortably.

enjoy
beauty
At Occhio, beauty and quality are visible in the design of the luminaires
as well as in workmanship, surface finishes – and intuitive functions.
The passionate commitment to aesthetics, attention to detail and a
holistic way of thinking perfectly accentuate the harmony of the interior
design, in terms of both – look and function.

Mito largo bronze, Mito sospeso 60 matt gold, Mito sospeso 40 rose gold

Mito largo

The perfect balance between
purism and extravagance
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Individuality is not just
a matter of aesthetics
… but also of possibilities. Mito largo not only underscores your
sense of extraordinary aesthetics, it can also be precisely set up to
your individual situation.

160 cm
145 cm
130 cm

Mito largo bronze

height setting
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Passion for function
Via gesture control, » body sensor « or Occhio air, the light of the Mito
can be steplessly directed from one side to the other. In that way, fascinating
new possibilities of room atmospheres are created that inspire people.

0
100

50
50

100
0
» up / down fading « with Mito raggio,
Mito largo and Mito sospeso as well as
Sento with double sided light output.

Mito raggio phantom

Mito sospeso

Room for great ideas
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… to be simple

It has to be perfect …
Thanks to the sophisticated reel mechanism, the pendant length of
Mito sospeso can be adjusted whenever necessary. A slight nudge
upward or a gentle push downward moves the luminaire to the desired
height – and it remains balanced at all times.

height adjustment ( optionally available for all Occhio pendant luminaires )

Mito sospeso 60 rose gold
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» touchless control « with Mito floor and
pendant luminaires as well as Sento and io 3d.

The magic of touch
One gesture is all it takes: With Occhio » touchless control «, light can be
switched, dimmed and faded upward or downward with simple movements
of the hand. All without switches, dimmers and the like.

Mito sospeso 40 matt gold

Mito soffitto

Sense and sensuality ...

... in perfect harmony
Mito soffitto 20, 40, 60 bronze
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color tune

It’s nice to have the choice
Via » touchless control «, Occhio air or preset – with » color tune « you can determine
which color temperature you’d like. Whether you opt for warm light tones for
a relaxing evening or stimulating, cooler light to get your work done. With Mito,
it is your choice – at any time.

Mito soffitto 40, 60 matt gold
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Mito sfera

You’ve got the look
For more than 100 years, the theater mirror with bulbs around the
frame was unrivaled for stars seeking the perfect light for their
reflections. Mito sfera takes this further. Much further » touchless
control « for dimming and colour temperature adjustments make
the mirror’s light an experience. And you a star.

Mito sfera 60 bronze

Mito sfera corda 40 phantom ( with plug connection )

Mito linear

Linearity is a matter
of personality
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Simple.
Spectacular.
Mito volo reinterprets the idea of suspended luminaires
in a completely new way. Radically linear, crafted down
to the very last detail, continuously height adjustable,
powerfully illuminating up- and downlight, intuitively controlled by gestures or an app – Mito volo is designed to
create the perfect light for any situation and you can fully
enjoy the atmosphere, the space and the moment.

Mito volo 100, 140 phantom
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The fourth dimension
of architecture
Mito alto side expands the possibilities of lighting design with the
impressive wallwash effect. Vertical surfaces are homogeneously
illuminated to highlight the sense of space.

Mito alto side 70 phantom
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A window seat when
and where you want it
Mito terra 3d produces a quality of light that could easily be compared
to the sun. The subtle difference: The direction, color and intensity
of the light produced by Mito terra 3d can be controlled and perfectly
set to meet your particular need. It is up to you – also when it comes
to the optimal arrangement of luminaires at your workspace.

0°

30°

60°

Mito terra 3d rose gold
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Only for you
The integrated » presence sensor « of Mito terra reacts to
your presence or absence in the room and ensures a
comfortable and efficient lighting control in combination
with » ambient light control «.
presence sensor

Mito terra 190 matt black

X Series

Mito

Mito linear
Mito soffitto

Mito alto side

20 / 40 / 60

40 / 70 / 100

Mito and Mito linear surfaces are available in matt white,
matt black, matt silver, matt gold, and in the materialssurfaces rose gold and bronze – and now new: phantom
( surfaces see page 94 / 95 )

Mito sfera

Mito sospeso

Mito alto

Mito volo

40 / 60

40 / 60

40 / 70 /100

100 /140

Mito terra

Mito terra 3d

Mito largo

Mito raggio

190 / 220

Sento

Form follows innovation
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A parabolic
beauty of light

Sento verticale phantom
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Sento tavolo bronze

Wish …

… and reality

Are you dreaming of the perfect reading luminaire? A luminaire that, thanks
to its flexibility, can be precisely adjusted to suit the situation? With an
absolutely
 
glare-free lens optic that can create a warm atmosphere or powerful
luminance depending on your wishes? Which only requires one gesture to
be turned on / off and dimmed, or even to direct the light upward or downward?
Sometimes a dream becomes reality.

Sento lettura matt white
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choose your light

One system – no limits
The modular body-head principle used by Sento makes it all possible:
With a comprehensive range of floor-, wall-, ceiling- and suspended
luminaires, you can place the luminaire head exactly where you want it.
Thanks to modular exchangeable optical components such as lenses,
inserts and color filters, the perfect lighting effect can be configured
for any situation – now and anytime!

Sento terra matt black

Always a stunning
experience
» up /down fading « makes it possible: Luminaires with double sided
light output enable unrestricted upward and downward direction of
light in the room. That creates entirely new possibilities for changing
the lighting atmosphere – anytime! The luminaires are operated by
» touchless control « or Occhio air.

Sento soffitto 30 matt chrome

Sento verticale shiny chrome

Artistic freedom

Sento sospeso

Only flying is better
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The nicest cable
reel in the world
Height adjustment with unparalleled convenience: Sento sospeso
floats at any desired height – so you can playfully adjust your light
any way you like. The cables disappear from view into the canopy.

height adjustment ( optionally available for all pendant luminaires )

Sento sospeso phantom

L Series

Sento

Sento

Sento sospeso

Sento surfaces are available in shiny chrome, matt chrome,
glossy white, matt white, matt black, matt gold, and in the materialssurfaces rose gold and bronze – and now new: phantom
( surfaces see page 94 / 95 )

Sento verticale

Sento
parete singolo

20 / 30 / 40

20 / 30 / 40

Sento soffitto
doppio

Sento soffitto
due

30 / 40 / 60 / 80

30 / 40 / 60 / 80

30 / 40 / 60 / 80 /100 /125

Sento faro
10 / 20 / 30

Sento filo

Sento
parete doppio

Sento soffitto
singolo

Sento sospeso

Sento sospeso due / tre

Sento terra

Sento letto

Sento tavolo

Sento lettura

20 / 30 / 40

60 / 80

125 /160

Più piano

Systematics can be so beautiful

Freedom in a system
Holistic, individual and flexible: The modular luminaire systems
from Occhio offer the ultimate in freedom for designing a personal
space while simultaneously providing a consistent quality of light
and design.

Più piano. Più alto, Più alto 3d and Più piano, bronze
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Cause ...

Più alto shiny chrome

and effect

Più R alto 3d shiny chrome

Light in perfect precision

lighting effect S 40

Più piano matt white

lighting effect S 80

lighting effect S 100

Different, changeable lens optics let you achieve
customized lighting effects with all Più spotlights –
for precise lighting design.

L Series

Più

Più R

Più and Più R surfaces are available in shiny chrome, matt chrome,
glossy white, matt white, matt black, matt gold and in the
materials-surfaces rose gold and bronze – and now new: phantom
( surfaces see page 94 / 95 )

Più alto doppio

Più alto 3d

Più alto

Più R alto

Più alto v

Più R alto v

Più piano

Più R piano

Più piano edge

Più R piano edge

Più R alto doppio

Più R alto 3d

o, lu , le

Applied geometry
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45°
40°
35°
30°
25°
20°
15°
10°
5°

0°
5°
10°
15°
20°
25°
30°
35°
40°

45°

io lettura, io basso glossy white

io giro matt gold

M Series

io spotlights

io

io spotlights and io surfaces are available in shiny chrome,
glossy white, matt white, matt black, matt gold, and in
the materials-surfaces rose gold and bronze – and now new:
phantom ( surfaces see page 94 / 95 )

io pico

io giro

io alto v

io verticale

io giro doppio

io piano

io sospeso

io lettura

io piano edge

io pico

io tavolo

io basso
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zoom 20 ° – 60 °

A focus on the essentials
With the zoom lens used in lui, a feature inspired by the principle of
cameras, the beam of light can be continuously set between 20° and 60°.
As a result, the lighting effect can be scaled to meet your needs.

lui volto shiny chrome

lui pico matt white
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The magic of variation
When the iris is open, the light can be directed outward.
When it is closed, the translucent shade shines from within,
producing remarkably atmospheric lighting.

lei lettura phantom

lei sospeso matt chrome

M Series

M Series

lei sospeso

lui

lei

lui spotlights

lui surfaces are available in shiny chrome, matt chrome, matt white,
matt black, the lenses in addition in matt gold and in the materials-surfaces
rose gold and bronze – and now new: phantom ( surfaces see page 94 / 95 )

lei surfaces are available in shiny chrome, matt chrome,
glossy white, matt white, matt black, the metal elements on
the head also in matt gold and in the materials-surfaces
rose gold and bronze – and now new: phantom
( surfaces see page 94 / 95 )

lui piano edge

lui volto

lui alto doppio

lui alto

lui pico

lui pico

lui basso

lei tavolo

lei lettura

Water …

… proof

Sito basso matt black
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The perfection of light –
indoors and outdoors
There are no limits to the design of your personal space with
light. With Sito, the highest design standards and Occhio’s
exceptional light quality are transferred from indoors to outdoors –
as a comprehensive system for holistic light design in
outside areas.

Sito luminaire system

Sito verticale matt white

E Series

Sito

Sito surfaces are available in
glossy white, matt white and matt
black ( surfaces see page 94 / 95 ).

Sito lato

Sito giù

Sito lato

Sito giro

Sito basso

Sito palo

Sito verticale
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We put light into
your hands
With the Bluetooth-based light-control system Occhio air, you
can manage light simply and intuitively – from anywhere, regardless of the house automation system, you may have installed.
Using a tablet, smartphone or controller, you can operate all
luminaires with a simple touch. Change the atmosphere of your
environment with a simple press of the button. Thanks to its
easy setup, Occhio air provides you with customized design
possibilities that can be modified at any time: Working with light
becomes a playful pleasure.

app
A totally new dimension of operating comfort. With Occhio air,
you can control single or groups of luminaires, either individually
or synchronously. Or store your customized lighting scenes in
order to retrieve them again with one touch.

controller
With the Occhio air controller, you can control the luminaires
and the lighting mood of a room as you are used to from a
classic switch – on the wall or with a mobile option. The controller is set up by using the Occhio air app. It then works
completely on its own. Luminaires, groups and scenes can be
controlled throughout the house with the press of a button –
completely without the help of a tablet or smartphone.

Occhio air
powered by
Casambi

phantom
Fascinating, dark, mysterious – with the metal-finish phantom we have
created a completely new style that picks up and refines current trends
in interior design in a unique way.

phantom*

rose gold ( Sento, Più, io, lui, lei )

rose gold * ( Mito )

bronze*

matt gold

Surfaces

live your style

matt silver ( Mito )

matt black

glossy white ( Sento, Più, io, lei )

matt white

matt chrome ( Sento, Più, io, lui, lei )

For details on possible surfaces and configurations, see www.occhio.com
*PVD-finishes, metal vaporized in a complex process
shiny chrome ( Sento, Più, io, lui, lei )
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Philosophy

We turn people into the
lighting designers of
their personal space
Light from Occhio represents an invitation to enjoy and feel, to create something
extraordinary and to find expression in your own individuality.
With the unique, holistic philosophy of Occhio, we turn people into the lighting
designers of their personal space and enhancing their quality of life with light.
Axel Meise, designer and founder of Occhio

we create
a new
culture of light
Living

Office

Shop

Health

Hospitality

The holistic concept of Occhio achieves its full impact when
it is used comprehensively. The unique consistency in
design, light quality and control enables users to holistically
design situations, rooms and buildings in both private and
public settings with the highest quality of light.

Living

Office

Living

Office

Living

Hospitality

Living

Shop
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